Very short call this week...

ATTENDEES:
- Yin-Leng
- Phil
- John

AGENDA / MINUTES:

The call started at 4:00 PM ET.

1) Review of Action Items:

  o John Evdemon:
    o Clean up Use Cases (ongoing)
      ▪ Drop WS-01 from list
      ▪ Post what we have for Nuperus-01 (more may be coming from Monica & Sid), Simpl-01, BCF-01.
    o Revise sample BPEL for MS-02 to make it abstract. (ongoing)
      ▪ Add links to MS-02 resources (BPEL, WSDL).
    o Contact Tony Andrews for some general advice/guidance on building Use Cases for abstract BPEL, share this info with the subgroup.
      ▪ Done – Tony agreed to provide feedback where needed but is too busy to engage the group on a full time basis.
    o Follow up with David Webber regarding CAM-01/CAM-02 business context and pointers to RegRep metadata subgroup Use Case examples.
      ▪ Done – no feedback or responses received.

  o Yin-Leng:
    o Continue to follow up with various people at HP to get some additional narrative/explanations for the slides she contributed (see http://www.oasis-open.org/archives/wsbpel-uc/200403/msg00009.html).
      ▪ Done – Yin-Leng will be posting some related information to the mailing list.
    o Review additional HP Use Cases, determine if any can be submitted.
      ▪ Done – Yin-Leng will be posting a RosettaNet process to the mailing list soon. Yin-Leng was concerned that people may not be interested in a simple request/response scenario. John asked her to post it anyway and let the team discuss it over email.

  o Frank:
    o Start working with Phil Rossomando on a Use Case to clarify Abstract BPEL. (ongoing)
      ▪ Phil scheduled a conference call on 5/6 to discuss next steps.

  o Monica:
    o Determine if any additional issues apply to Abstract BPEL Use Case. (ongoing)
      ▪ The following were named but there may be more: 4, 96, 107, 82, 99, 24, 91, 97, 109

  o David and Monica:
    o Continue to work on revising the description of the CAM-01 and CAM-02 Use Cases. Submit to the revised templates to the Use Case mailing list for discussion. (ongoing)
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- David:
  - Send out a link to the semantic content management (SCM) subteam’s Use Cases (ongoing).

- All:
  - Review and comment on Use Cases as they are posted to the BPEL Use Case mailing list (ongoing)

The call ended at 4:20 PM ET.